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Abstract  
In this paper, we propose a model for representation and indexing of flower images for the purpose of retrieving flowers of 
interest based a query sketch. In several applications, where the size of a database is supposed to be very huge, then the retrieval 
procedure typically takes unacceptably a long response time. A standard way to speed up the retrieval procedure is to design an 
indexing scheme prior to retrieval, which results in the reduction of number of flowers considered for searching by the retrieval 
algorithm. In this work, we swot the correctness of Kd-tree indexing scheme for flower retrieval system based on shape 
descriptors viz., Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT), Histogram of Gradients (HOG) and Edge Orientation Histograms 
(EOH). To uphold the efficacy of the proposed method, an experiment has been conducted on our own flower data set of 127 
classes of flowers, consists of 13169 flower images. For querying the database we collected about 100 flower sketches from 20 
different users. Experimental results reveal the success of the proposed method.  
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1. Introduction   
       A sketch is a swiftly accomplished freehand picture which serves various purposes, it might trace something 
that the artist visualize, it might trace or increase an idea for later use or it might also be used as a rapid means of 
graphically representing an idea and an image. It is an excellent way to quickly explore concepts. The 
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objective of the work is to retrieve flowers based on handwritten sketches drawn by different users. Flowers and the 
ability to identify them have been fascinating humans for hundreds of years. The taxonomy originally contained 
approximately 8000 plants, but has since been extended to encompass more than 250000 flower species around the 
world1. However, even when an image is sufficient, identifying a flower may still need a guidebook because with 
advances in digital and mobile technology it is easy to draw pictures of flowers, but it is still difficult to find out 
what they are. Once we know the name of a flower we can find more information about a flower on the web, but the 
link between obtaining an image of a flower and acquiring its name is missing. Therefore, our aim is to create an 
automatic guide that identifies a sketch of a flower.   
2. Related Work   
   Classification of flowers has majorly three stages viz., segmentation, feature extraction and classification.   
         Segmentation partitions an image into its constituent objects or parts. The level to which the partition is carried 
out depends on the chosen domain. That is the segmentation process ends when all the objects or regions of interest 
in the chosen application extracted or separated successfully. Usually, flowers which are present in the images are 
often bounded by greenery in the background. Thus, the background regions in the images of two various flowers 
look alike. In this backdrop, an image is segmented in order to avoid matching between green background region 
and the desired foreground region. Pixel labeling method (Das et. al2) uses only pixel appearance to assign a label to 
a pixel. The Contour-based methods which try to find the boundary of an object by locally minimizing energy 
function so that the segmentation boundaries align with strong gradients in the image. These include (Chan and 
Vese3 , Saitoh et. al4).  Graph-based pixel labeling methods a global energy function is defined depending on both 
appearance and image gradients (Boykov and Jolly5; Kumar et. al6; Nilsback and Zisserman9).  Another classical 
category of segmentation algorithm is based on the similarity among the pixels within a region, namely region based 
segmentation. In region merging techniques, the goal is to merge regions that satisfy a certain homogeneity 
criterion. These includes (Calderero and Marques 10 ; Ning et al11) 
         Different features are chosen to describe different properties of a flower. The color of a flower can help narrow 
down the possible species, but it doesn’t enable us to determine the exact species of the flower.  To handle this 
problem Nilsback and Zisserman7 used color vocabulary of HSV values. Yoshioka et al 12 in their work performed 
quantitative evaluation of petal colors using principal component analysis. Texture of a flower has also been 
exploited for classification. Some flowers have characteristic patterns which are distinctive on their petals. Nilsback 
and Zisserman7 describe the textures by convolving the images with MR8 filter bank. Guru et al12 proposed a flower 
classification system based on neural network using various combinations of texture models viz., gray level co 
occurrence matrix, color texture models, gabor responses. Guru et al13 designed a flower classification system using 
combinations of gray level co occurrence matrix, gabor responses. The features are fed into K nearest neighbor for 
classification. Guru et al14 proposed a method to classify flowers using only whorl region of flowers. To distinguish 
flowers, the shapes of an individual petal, their constitution, and the overall shape of the flower can all be used.  The 
difficulty in describing a shape is greater than before due to natural deformations of a flower. Nilsback and 
Zisserman7 describe the shape features using scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) descriptors. Nilsback and 
Zisserman8 describes the shape features using SIFT descriptors on the foreground region and on the foreground 
boundary.  
          After feature extraction, the challenge lies in determining suitable features to represent different flower 
aspects and then combining these in a flexible manner. Based on the representation, a matching scheme is used to 
compare the given flower image against the flower images stored in the knowledge base (Das et al2; An-xiang et 
al15). After comparing the query flower image with the flowers in the database, the flowers are ranked and retrieved 
based on their proximity values. The leaf image retrieval system is developed using nearest neighbor search 
algorithm (Nam et al16) and shape features (Park et. al17).   
         From the literature survey it is understood that, though there are a few attempts towards development of flower 
classification systems, no work is found on sketch based flower retrieval system. Further, only a little work on 
indexing and retrieval of flowers has been reported. Hence, in this work we focus on designing an indexing 
mechanism for flower retrieval system for optimizing subsequent robust recognition system. Initially, flower images 
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are segmented using proposed whorl based region merging segmentation. Form a segmented flower image Scale 
Invariant Feature Transform based features; Histogram of Gradients and Edge Orientation Histograms are extracted 
and stored in a database. The multi-dimensional feature vectors obtained from sketch flowers are indexed using the 
Kd-tree.  
         This paper is organized as follows. The details of the proposed method are given in section 3. In section 4, the 
details of datasets are presented. In section 5 the details on experimental settings and performance analysis along 
with the results are summarized. Finally conclusions are drawn in section 6.  
3. Proposed Model 
The flowers of all classes are segmented using whorl based region merging segmentation. From a 
segmented flower image, Scale Invariant Feature Transform based features (SIFT); Histogram of Gradients (HoG) 
features and Edge Orientation Histograms (EOH) features are extracted and archived in a knowledge base. Though 
archiving the extracted features in a knowledge base is not that easy because of the features are with huge 
dimensions. And also to retrieve the flowers from a pool of flowers efficiently, may require less number of 
matching. Hence, there is a need of a tool called indexing, which archives the data in a structured manner, so that the 
matching is done with a very few potential flowers. The feature vectors obtained from the sketch flowers are of 
multi-dimensional. So, we are adapting the multi-dimensional indexing scheme viz., Kd-tree. It retrieves the top best 











3.1 Flower Segmentation  
The flower segmentation method consists of two stages: whorl detection and segmentation. In the whorl 
detection stage the whorl region of a flower is identified automatically using Gabor filter responses. In segmentation 
stage, the input image is divided into regions using Quick shift segmentation. Subsequently, the whorl region is 
marked as foreground and the boundary of the image is marked as background automatically. A region merging 
algorithm is applied based on color histogram. Detailed discussion of flower segmentation method is presented in 18.    
3.2 Features Descriptors 
Top Retrievals  
Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed flower indexing model 
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 Different features are chosen to describe different properties of a sketch of a flower. As a sketch can be 
described using only shape features we choose well known descriptors viz, Scale Invariant Feature Transform 
(SIFT), Histogram of Gradients (HOG) and Edge Orientation Descriptors (EOH). The following section describes 
the of these features separately. 
3.2.1 Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) Descriptors 
Scale Invariant Feature Transform is one among the most broadly used local descriptors. It finds local 
patterns that are available in different views of an image. It also gives the description of these patterns which are 
invariant to geometrical transformations viz., translation, rotation, and scaling, including illumination and affine 
transformations. 
SIFT algorithm involves a two step process. In the initial step, the algorithm finds the coordinates of significant 
points in a definite scale and labels a direction to each one of them. This guarantees the properties of invariance to 
image position, scale and rotation. Further, a descriptor is extracted for every significant point. This descriptor must 
be highly unique and partly robust to other variations viz., illumination and affine transformation. To construct a 
descriptor, Lowe19 proposed a kernel of 4 × 4 histograms of 8 bins. These histograms are computed from the values 
of direction and magnitude of the gradient present around a point in the region of 16 × 16 pixels, so that each 
histogram is generated from a sub-region of 4 × 4 pixels. The result of these concatenated histograms is represented 
in the form of a vector called descriptor vector. As there are totally 16 histograms (4 × 4) of 8 bin each, the size of 
the resulting vector is 128 (16 × 8). Then, this vector is normalized to eliminate the variant property such as 
illumination. The uniqueness of this descriptor allows us to use a straightforward algorithm to compare the collected 
set of feature vectors from one flower with the feature vector of other flower in order to find equivalence between 
feature points in each flower.  
3.2.2 Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) 
Histogram of oriented gradients (Dalal and Triggs20) can be used as feature descriptors for the purpose of 
sketch flower retrieval, where the occurrences of gradient orientation in localized parts of a sketch flower image 
play important roles. The basic idea behind HOG is that the appearances and shapes of local regions within a flower 
can be well described by the distribution of intensity gradients as the votes for dominant edge directions. Such 
feature descriptor can be obtained by first dividing the flower into small contiguous regions of equal size, called 
cells, then collecting a histogram of gradient directions for the pixels within each cell, and finally combining all 
these histograms.  
3.2.3 Edge Orientation Histograms (EOH) 
Edge orientation histograms (Freeman and Roth21; Levi and Weiss22) are also interesting for our work, 
since flowers often present strong edges in the petals or whorl areas. They rely on the richness of edge information 
and maintain invariance properties to global illumination changes. The basic idea is to build a histogram with the 
directions of the gradients of the edges (borders or contours). It is possible to detect edges in a flower image but it in 
this work we are interested in the detection of the angles. The sobel operators could give an idea of the strength of 
the gradient in five particular directions (Fig 2). The convolution against each of this mask produces a matrix of the 
same size of the original image indicating the gradient (strength) of the edge in any particular direction. It is possible 




   
 
 
 Fig. 2. The masks for 5 orientations in extracting EOH: vertical, horizontal, diagonals, non-directional and circle 
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 3.4 Sketch Indexing  
Any classification process has a time requirement in proportional to the size of a database. That is as size of 
the database increases, the time taken by the classification process also increases. To overcome this, a retrieval 
system is proposed. Though the retrieval process takes less time compared to classification process, it is still 
dependent on the size of a database. Hence retrieval process also takes more time as size of the database increases. A 
solution to speed up the retrieval process is to design an indexing model prior to retrieval which reduces the number 
of potential candidates to be considered by the retrieval process. Here, in this work, we propose a Kd-tree based 
indexing mechanism for flower retrieval based on a query sketch of a flower. 
In the proposed indexing model, the multi-dimensional feature vectors obtained from flower images of each 
individual are indexed separately using Kd-tree.  The Kd-tree is one of the most prominent multidimensional space 
partitioning data structures (Dixit et al23) for organizing points in a k-dimensional space and it is a useful data 
structure for searching based on a multidimensional key. The construction of Kd-tree algorithm is very similar to the 
planar case. At the root, we split the set of points into two subsets of roughly the same size by a hyper-plane 
perpendicular to the x-axis. In other words, at the root, the point set is partitioned based on the first coordinate (first 
dimension) of the points. Subsequently, at the children nodes of its respective parents, the partition is based on 
second coordinate (second dimension) and the same procedure is continued until the depth of k – 1, where in which 
the partition occurs based on last coordinate (last dimension), where k being the dimension of the feature space. 
Soon after the depth k, the partition continues with the first coordinate and so on. The iteration stops only when one 
point is left, which is then stored at the leaf. The Kd-tree is a binary tree with multi-valued features. And it takes 
O(n) for storage, with construction time being O(n log(n)). In addition to this, in Kd-tree avoids overlapping 
between nodes (Samet24). Kd-tree is a suitable indexing structure for flower retrieval system particularly during the 
execution of range search algorithm and it also decreases the search time. Consider, when a multidimensional 
feature vector is given as a query, and if the range search is invoked in a Kd-tree algorithm. It retrieves the top most 
matches that lie within certain range (based on threshold) from the query. These top matches are then used for 
flower retrieval.  
4. Database  
In this section, we have made an attempt in creating datasets where flower images of different classes are 
clearly separable. Also, we made sure that no redundant images are present in the same classes. To elaborate 
efficiency of indexing system in flower retrieval we created dataset of flower sketches.   
4.1 Category-127 dataset   
We have taken flower images from different web sources, with some additional images are taken from our 
own photography. The dataset consists of 13167 images of 127 flower classes. These are the flowers commonly 
available in our state Karnataka. Each class consists of 30 to 550 images.  Flower images are captured by a Sony 
handy cam as it has a more zooming power at different ecological conditions (variable illumination) such as sunny, 
cloudy and rainy.  A total of 13167 sample images each of size 256 256u are captured and stored in the database. 
There are species that have only one of its kind visual appearances, as well as the species with very alike in 
appearance. Even, there are species with large viewpoint, scale, and illumination variations. The small intra-class 
similarity and the large inter-class similarity make this dataset very exigent. Fig 3 shows the number of images 
present in each class of 127-category database. Fig 4 shows some examples flowers with the typical class variation 
in each class along with number of samples in each class.  
4.2 Flower Sketch dataset  
A sketch is a very widely growing freehand drawing that may serve various applications. It also records 
something that an artist visualizes, it might confirm or develop an idea for later usage or even it might be used as a 
rapid way of graphically representing an idea or an image. It is an excellent way to quickly explore concepts. 
Therefore our objective is to retrieve flowers based on handwritten sketches drawn by different users.  
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For developing sketch’s we asked different human experts to draw sketches of their interested flowers on a white 
plain paper and also with an additional option of using software called Microsoft paint. A sketch is represented by 
multiple contours, and each contour consists of many edge pixels. Fig 5 shows some of them as examples. We 
collected 100 flower sketches from each of 20 users, totally 2000.  
5. Experimentation 
In this section, we present the details of an experimentation conducted to demonstrate our proposed model 
on our own datasets. Experimentation is performed on Category-127 dataset and Flower Sketch dataset.   
When the users are asked to rank the similar flower images that are retrieved for a given flower sketch query, they 
could get us marking only for a subset of the database. The subset has 20 users and for each user 5 flower sketches, 
totally about 100 sketches.  Given a flower sketch as a query, the first 10 similar flower images are retrieved by 
comparing with Category-127 dataset. To evaluate the results we asked user rank the top ten images for all the 
features and their combination for given flower sketch query, as its will more effective for the efficiency of the 
proposed method.   
5.1 Experimental Results   
In experimentation, we study average retrieval accuracy for all 20 users by considering top ten retrieved 
images. Fig 6 shows the average retrieval accuracy of SIFT, HOG, EOH features for each user.  Fig 7 shows the 
average retrieval accuracy for combination of two features SIFT+HOG, SIFT+EOH, HOG+EOH for each user. Fig 
8 shows the average retrieval accuracy of final combination SIFT+HOG+EOH for each user. The Table 1 shows the 
average retrieval accuracy for all the features along with the time taken by single query to retrieve. From table 1 we 
can observe that fusion of the all the features achieves a good average retrieval accuracy for all the users.  Further, 
we created a graphical user interface for sketch based retrieval system (Fig 9), in which users can input the sketches 
through MS-paint or can load from devices. In toolbox, the system displays only top ten images retrieved for the 
various combinations of features.  
6. Conclusion  
We have used Kd-tree based indexing approach to index a huge dataset of flowers for given input sketch. 
In the proposed method we represent each flower by shape descriptors of SIFT, HOG, EOH. Experimentations are 
conducted on Category- 127 dataset and Flower Sketch dataset to assess the advantage of using indexing 
technology. Form Experimentation we can understand that the combination of all the features descriptors achieves a 













Fig. 3. Examples of flower classes from category -127 dataset  
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Fig. 5. Examples of flower sketches used for 
experimentation 
Fig . 4. Examples of flower classes from category-127 dataset with 
intra-class variations. 
Tulip Nasturtium  Marigold 
Lily Hibiscus Rose 












































Features Accuracy Time Taken to retrieve a 
single query in sec 
SIFT 52.3 0.0167 
HOG 51.4 0.0164 
EDH 49.7 0.0155 
SIFT+HOG 61.2 0.0199 
SIFT+EOH 58.2 0.0187 
HOG+EOH 58.4 0.0243 
SIFT+HOG+EOH 78.8 0.0285 
Table 1.  Average retrieval accuracy obtained for the proposed 
indexing scheme for various combinations of features along with 
time taken for a single query to retrieval 
Fig. 8.  Average retrieval accuracy obtained by the proposed 
indexing based on SIFT+HOG+EOH features for 20 users 
 
Figure. 7.  Average retrieval accuracy obtained by the proposed indexing based on two combination of features for 20 users  (a)  SIFT+HOG 
features (b) SIFT+EOH (c) HOG+EOH 
(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 6. Average retrieval accuracy obtained by the proposed indexing based on individual features for 20 users (a) SIFT (b) HOG (c) EOH  
(b) (a) (c) 
Table 1:  Average retrieval accuracy obtained for the proposed 
indexing scheme for various combinations of features along with 
time taken for a single query to retrieve 
Fig. 9.   Snapshot of the toolbox designed for sketch based flower retrieval system  
